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Everything Cara touches seems to fall to pieces. The Astaroth have refused to help, Marion and his clan are
still at large, and to top it all off, her best friend James is missing.

When he finally does return, James has changed. Cara’s knows there’s something very wrong with him, but
she’d never guess in a million years that that something will change their friendship forever.

As if that’s not enough, Marion’s clan is closing in, and they have her locked in their sights. But at least her
relationship with Dax is something she can count on. …Right?

When the enemy is everywhere and ancient secrets run rife, there are very few you can—or should—trust…
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From Reader Review Fevered Souls Book 2 for online ebook

Rosa Maria Garcia says

Great read

The story continues from book one; the characters are the same with some new additions and it is awesome.
Felt sorry for,Cara, the way she found out about, Dax's other betrothed and that they had a baby girl. You
just felt how hurt and betrayed she felt. It leaves you wanting more and wandering if their love will survive.

Jacinda Owen says

This was an awesome sequel - season. The story line gets a lot more involved with other characters. We learn
a lot about Dax and Cara's pasts and find out some pretty hopefully news. As always, Falls leaves us longing
for the next episode as Cara and Dax's worlds are turned upside down in the cliffhanger. I can't wait for
season 3!

Genneve says

Capturing read

This was an amazingly capturing book. The speed of the plot was never bored at all. I love the new take on
demons, so original. This book is a must buy for any one who loves paranormal romance with a new take
this is for you!

Ramona Plant says

The second on in this 4 part series is a great continuation of the first one. The web is woven nicely around
you. The plot is very good and I hardly could put this book down. It feels like a constant rush of excitement
happens to our main characters leaving you no time to take a break really.

The relationship between Cara and Dax gets even more complicated than it already has been. The twist on
James was guessable but was still very well developed.

Another great book in this series and I can't wait to read the next one.

I have received this book from the author for an honest review.

Jess (the cozy reader) says



Review to come on Nov 2nd.

Dawn Barnes says

I know I know I said I wasn't going to read book two but I went to Amazon and saw all the 5 star reviews
and said what the hell I can spare .99 cents right? Well it was worth it!!! Book 2 exceptionally better than 1!!
Very fast paced lots of twists and drama!!! So I have to say I was wrong!!!!!!!! Will definitely finish the
series!!!

Michelle says

**You can see this full review and more at Book Briefs: http://bookbriefs.net**Fevered Souls Book 2 is a
bind up of episode numbers 4, 5, and 6 in the Fevered Souls serial by S.K. Falls. I read, and mostly, enjoyed
book 1 (which was a bind up of episodes 1-3) about 2 years ago on my blog. (review here) I liked the first
volume well enough, but I wasn't over the moon excited about it and as I recall the characters grated on my
nerves, which is why I put off reading the second book for so long.

I liked the second book, but I didn't love it. In fact, I was kind of meh about the whole thing. Each serial
reads pretty quickly, and has a dramatic vampire/demon soap opera feel to it. The episode read quick and
have a flair for the dramatic, as well as a healthy dose of romance.

The characters stayed largely the same from the first three episodes. It kind of felt like I was watching a later
season of a show that has tons of seasons, the plots all start to feel similar.

If you love dramatic paranormal soap opera-y romances, then definitely check out this series. You can easily
read an episode in an hour or so and there are plenty of episodes written for you to get your fill. I don't know
if I will be continuing this series because it doesn't do very much for me. I wasn't excited to read it. But I am
the weirdo here because people on goodreads LOVE this series. It has a 4.33 star rating!

This review was originally posted on Book Briefs

Jessica Figueroa says

"I was determined to take action, to take matters into my own hands. I refused to accept a position as weak
and helpless victim. The world and its hidden secrets couldn't continue to wreak havoc on my life if I didn't
let it."
I knew when I accepted to get this book free in exchange for an honest review that I was going to chance
getting stuck with another cliffhanger. The way this season ended it was so worth it. My only problem is I
want to see what happens next right but will sadly have to wait.

I liked that this book was a bunch of smaller books at one. For those of you who are looking for a action
packed full of angst light read then this is for you. I'm busy with school and such so I can easily read each
book to this season when I can spare a couple of minutes to relax and enjoy the book. But with the way these



little books end you're going to want to free your day and read it straight on which was what I pretty much
did. I loved that there was so much going on, many different situations to keep me interested. I liked that a
person from Dax's past came to light and we got to see the history of that person and why Dax doesn't want
to get too close to Cara. After reading the story I understood and liked Dax's character. I would love to talk
more about that characters but I'm afraid I'll spoil the book so check it out the book yourself. I loved that
each of these books were different from the many books that I've read making this book unique and
unpredictable.

Unique, and action pack just the way I like my books definitely worth 5 of 5 Stars! Highly Recommend.

Kirsty Bicknell says

The first question I know you are all waiting for me to answer is does Fevered Souls 2 provide us Dax-
aholics with more of the sexy Demon??? And the answer is yes, but not like we have grown to know him in
the first books! S K Falls takes a different approach with this story, which I think is successful, and whilst
the focus is less on the romance between Cara and Dax, their backgrounds are explored separately.
From the outset of Fevered Souls 2 S K Falls intends to unnerve her reader as events are not all they appear
to be in Eden and friends cannot always be trusted.
Cara 'finds' her friend James, who has been missing for weeks at a secret military base, only he is unlike
himself; acting strangely and showing extreme strength. It is obvious James is being used against Cara for
some purpose, and he is the bomb we are constantly waiting to explode throughout the whole story.
Cara is stronger in Fevered Souls 2 and more independent, which I feel makes her more likeable, though I
think perhaps the reader learns a few questionable facts about Dax! I really like the twists S K Falls
introduces to the story and think the new characters could make Fevered Souls 3 entertaining! More please!

Meka Isom says

amazing. already in season three

Jeanette Crump says

Falls did a great job with this second book in the Fevered Souls Series. I wasn't really expecting much but
was prepared to enjoy it. This series is probably better aimed at an immature audience although it is rated as
an adult book. I couldn't wait for the story to continue from book one and immediately bought book three as
soon as I finished this one.

The story continues and we still don't get much meat...but the story goes on... I truly like what Falls has
created with her demons. It's a great idea. However, demons are supposed to be demonic, right? Dax
wouldn't even be demon if he didn't smoke when emotions got high. That is seriously the only factor that
even puts him in their ranks. As far a a romance novels go it meets the expectation. I would like the stories to
be a little longer.



Hollyberry says

As soon as I started reading this, I was right back in to the world with Cara and Dax all over again, I love
when I can immerse myself in a world like that. The romance between Cara and Dax is so sweet and
innocent, and I don't see that in many new adult books right now, and it is really a refreshing change. You
can feel the love that they have for each other, and that they really do want to know everything about what
happens, like when Dax has to do his ritual, and Cara chooses to stay and watch so she can better understand
where he is coming from after.

This is a fantastic follow up to Season 1, there was so much action and twists that I was not expecting that I
could not stop reading it! I really enjoy the characters in this series, even though it is paranormal, there is still
aspects that you can connect to them on a moral level and they really do seem like us. Also the struggles that
Cara has in this season are really big, and I cannot wait to see how they play out in season 3!

The highlight of the book for me was the twist with James and what happens to him, and how he knows that
something has happened, and wants to rebel against it, but at the same time he agrees with what they are
doing to a certain extent, and does not understand how Cara can be living her life the way she is, and it puts a
real tension on their friendship.

And that ending! Who saw that coming! If you have not read this series yet, please do, you will not be
disappointed, and it is definitely a great bang for your buck as each season is only $2.99 right now and worth
every penny. This season get a 5/5 from me.


